Locating the root-node of the "tree of life" (ToL) is one of the hardest problems in 5 phylogenetics 1 . The root-node or the universal common ancestor (UCA) divides the 6 descendants into organismal domains 2 . Two notable variants of the two-domains ToL (2D-7 ToL) have gained support recently 3,4 , though, Williams and colleagues (W&C) 4 claim that one 8 is better supported than the other. Here, we argue that important aspects of estimating 9 evolutionary relatedness and assessing phylogenetic signal in empirical data were 10 overlooked 4 . We focus on phylogenetic character reconstructions necessary to describe the 11 UCA or its closest descendants in the absence of reliable fossils. It is well-known that 12 different character-types present different perspectives on evolutionary history that relate 13 to different phylogenetic depths [5][6][7] . Which of the 2D-ToL 2,4 hypotheses is better supported 14 depends on which kind of molecular features -protein-domains or their component amino-15 acids -are better for resolving the common ancestors (CA) at the roots of clades. In 16 practice, this involves reconstructing character compositions of the ancestral nodes all the 17 way back to the UCA 2,3 . 18 19 157
Introduction 20
Models of character evolution are essential to determine the evolutionary relationships of 21 organisms. Phylogenetic models that employ protein structural-domains as characters place 22
Asgards as sister to other archaea, and archaea sister to bacteria in the "tree of life" (ToL) 1-23 3 . Whereas several analyses that employ amino-acids as characters fail to resolve the 24 archaeal radiation or to identify a distinct ancestor of archaea 4 . In a recent study, Williams 25 and colleagues (W&C) 4 compared the performance of several character-evolution models to 26 evaluate which one of the ToL hypotheses is better supported. The authors tested the 27 performance of several substitution models for amino-acid characters using empirical data, 28 but models for protein-domain characters with simulated data. 29 W&C rely on (i) simulated data to reject a robust phylogeny inferred from empirical 30 data ( Fig.1a ) that supports the evolutionary kinship of eukaryotes and akaryotes (akaryote 31 2D-ToL) 1-3 ; and (ii) the so-called bacterial rooting to interpret a partially resolved, unrooted-32 ToL (Fig.1b ), asserting that Asgard archaea are the closest relatives of eukaryotes (eocyte 33 2D-ToL) 4 . Both are questionable since (i) simulated data neither reproduce nor represent 34 empirical distributions; and (ii) unresolved trees obscure evolutionary relationships. In this 35 article, we argue that (i) W&C have overlooked important aspects of assessing phylogenetic 36 signal in empirical data, and (ii) it may be premature to reject a well-supported phylogeny 37 based on simulated data. 38 39 2. Results and Discussion 40
Which molecular feature is a better phylogenetic character? 41
Reversibility of amino-acid replacements due to biochemical redundancy makes 42 determining character compositions of ancestral nodes ambiguous, as character polarity is 43 ambiguous. This has been a sticking point for locating a distinct archaeal-CA to resolve the 44 archaeal radiation. This is routinely seen as a conspicuous absence of the archaeal-CA as 45 well as UCA in unrooted trees (e.g. Fig. 1b ), inferred using time-reversible models of 46 character evolution 4, 8, 9 . Without a distinct node to unite the archaeal branches, the archaea 47 are unresolved, whereas eukaryotes and bacteria are resolved so that their CA-nodes are 48 discernable. 49
Protein structural-domains are biochemically non-redundant, unlike amino-acids, 50
and have proven to be excellent "genomic characters" 1,2 that support a robust akaryote 2D-51 ToL (Fig 1a) . Though undervalued, they afford many conceptual and technical advantages 52 over amino-acids for reliable phylogenetic modeling 1,7,10 and estimating ancestral 53 compositions 2,3,11 : 54 55 • Substitutions between structural-domains do not occur, unlike amino-acid 56 replacements, since each domain defines a distinctive biochemical function 1 (Fig. 2a ). 57
• The natural bias in gain/loss rates, arising from the difficulty of parallel gains and the 58 relative ease of parallel losses, is useful for implementing directional (rooted) character-59 evolution models 3,11,12 . 60
61
A key advantage of non-redundant characters is that estimating ancestral compositions and 62 evolutionary paths of individual characters is much less ambiguous. In addition to 63 identifying the root-nodes, an added benefit of the built-in directionality is that mutually exclusive evolutionary fates of individual features -inheritance, loss or transfer -can be 65 resolved efficiently using directional-evolution models 1,12,13 . 66 67 68 69 Thus, regardless of the gene-aggregation and tree-reconciliation approach used for 90 estimating a consensus unrooted tree 4 , the location of the archael-CA or UCA remains 91 ambiguous (Fig. 1b) . Support from fossils or other sources are not reliable, despite claims to 92 the contrary 4 . Likewise, predicting the origins of single-domains or single-genes by 93 estimating amino-acid (or nucleotide) compositions also remains ambiguous (reviewed in 94 refs 1,6,7 ). A sobering revelation is that some datasets/models may be of little use or 95 relevance to resolve questions of deep time evolution -this is sad but true. 96
Will more complex models minimize uncertainties? 98
W&C 4 argue that (i) directional-evolution models 11,12 may be unsuitable to predict the 99 unique origin of homologous protein-domains; and (ii) the akaryote 2D-ToL 2,3 is an 100 unsatisfactory explanation of the clade-specific compositions of protein-domains (Fig. 2) . 101
Their arguments seem to imply that phylogenetic signal can be recovered only by modeling 102 evolution of amino-acid composition. However, the fact that even the best-fitting 103 substitution models are inadequate 4 , despite ever increasing model complexity, suggests 104 that different protein-domain families may require different, but incompatible substitution 105 models ( Fig. 2a) . 106 107 108 109 
127
The KVR 12 model is an extension of the Mk [Markov k states] model 16 , a generic 128 probability model for discrete-state characters. A variant at k >=20 is suitable for modeling evolution of amino-acids or copy numbers of gene or protein-domain families. While time-130 reversible variants produce unrooted trees, such directional models consistently recover a 131 2D phylogeny (Fig. 1a ) in which akaryotes are the closest relatives of eukaryotes 1,2,13 . The 132 KVR model assumes that the root-ancestor has a different character composition than the 133 rest of the tree, which is essentially an irreversible acyclic process. This is fully consistent 134 with the idea that, on a grand scale, the "tree of life" describes broad generalizations of 135 singular events and major transitions underlying striking sister clade differences. Since 136 parallel evolution of homologous protein-domains or distinct domain permutations is very 137 rare, the KVR model adequately captures the evolution of unique features. 138
This assumption is also consistent with the idea that the idiosyncratic compositions 139 of homologous protein-domains (Fig. 2) is a characteristic of the clades 1-3 . In contrast, 140 amino-acid compositions in single-domain families are not (Fig. 2a ). The systematic 141 covariation of homologous domains among the clades is best explained as phylogenetic 142 effect. Consequently, the akaryote 2D-ToL (Fig.1a ) was consistently recovered with robust 143 support for the major clades regardless of the taxonomic/protein-domain diversity sampled 144 (Fig. 2b) , and regardless of the model complexity 1-3,11,13 . 145
The KVR model is an optimal explanation of the evolution of clade-specific 146 composition of homologous features. Complex variants of the KVR model that account for 147 rate variation among both characters and branches also consistently recovered the akaryote 148 2D-ToL despite significantly different model-fits 1 . More complex models are available, such 149 as the no-common-mechanism model 17 , an extremely parameter-rich model that allows 150 each character to have its own rate, branch length and topology parameters. Even more 151 complex models can be implemented, which assume that the tempo and mode of evolution 152 changes at each internal node along the phylogeny 4 . However, such over-specified models 153 may not be optimal for generalizing the evolutionary process; and may over-fit observed 154 patterns -a form of model misspecification. That said, it remains to be seen whether more 155 complex models perform better with empirical datasets. 156 using the homology assignment tools provided by the SUPERFAMILY database as in previous 162 studies. Briefly, each proteome was queried against the hidden Markov model (HMM) 163 library of homologous protein-domains defined at the Superfamily level in the SCOP 164 (Structural Classification of Proteins) hierarchy. The taxonomic diversity of sequenced 165 genomes and the number of unique protein-domains identified for each species is as 166 follows: 167
